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Media Release
New Govt strategy confirms support for tourism
The Government’s draft Tourism Strategy, released today, is closely aligned with
the industry’s own vision and framework, Tourism Industry Aotearoa says.
The new strategy sets out how the Government and its agencies will support the
$36 billion tourism industry, and complements the industry’s own growth
framework, Tourism 2025.
“The Government’s new strategy correctly identifies in its vision statement that
we must aim, through tourism, to enrich New Zealanders,” TIA Chief Executive
Chris Roberts says.
“Government agencies play crucial roles in the delivery of outstanding visitor
experiences.
“We are pleased to see that the Government is seeking the same outcomes from
tourism in New Zealand as the industry – that it contributes positively to our
communities and environment.”
The draft Government strategy is now out for public consultation. TIA has been
able to participate in the development of the draft strategy and will provide
formal feedback during the consultation phase, Mr Roberts says.
Today’s release comes just two days before an updated version of Tourism 2025
is presented to an audience of 300 industry leaders and stakeholders at Tourism
Summit Aotearoa, in Wellington on 8 November.
Since the Tourism 2025 growth framework was last updated in 2016, tourism
has continued to grow, presenting both challenges and opportunities for New
Zealand, Mr Roberts says.
“The draft Tourism 2025 & Beyond growth framework we will unveil on Thursday
recognises that growth has to be carefully managed and we have a responsibility
to balance the needs of our visitors, our communities and our environment.
“We know our industry is ready for this new approach, because of the very
strong take-up of the New Zealand Tourism Sustainability Commitment which
was released a year ago and now has over 600 businesses signed up,” he says.
“Following its release at the Summit, we will be seeking feedback on the draft
Tourism 2025 & Beyond, with the final version to be released in the first quarter
of 2019.”
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The final version of the Government Tourism Strategy is also expected on a
similar timeline.
“Having an activated public sector working with the industry on the key issues
facing tourism bodes well for the sustainable development of tourism in New
Zealand,” Mr Roberts says.
For details of Tourism Summit Aotearoa, go to https://tourismsummit.co.nz
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KEY FACTS







Tourism in New Zealand is a $99 million per day industry. Tourism delivers around
$40 million in foreign exchange to the New Zealand economy each day of the year.
Domestic tourism contributes another $59 million in economic activity every day.
Tourism is New Zealand’s biggest export earner, contributing $14.5 billion or
20.7% of New Zealand’s foreign exchange earnings (year ended March 2017).
14.5% of the total number of people employed in New Zealand work directly or
indirectly in tourism. That means 399,150 people are working in the visitor
economy.
The Tourism 2025 growth framework has a goal of growing total tourism revenue
to $41 billion a year by 2025.

Visit www.tia.org.nz for more information
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